Shadows Pleasure (A Psychic Love Story): The Shadow Warder Series,
Book Two

Brought together by circumstance. Bound
together by chance. Despite the danger,
passions ignite... Sequestered for over ten
years and manipulated by those that were
supposed to love and protect her, Sorcha
wants nothing more than her freedom.
When her childhood friend and two other
Shadows are kidnapped and held by a
sadistic Director hell-bent on changing the
very nature of their existence, Sorcha
knows its past time to escape. With the
help of the sinfully sexy Kiernan Black,
she finally gains her independence, but the
depths of her passion for the Warder may
be more dangerous than the mission to save
her friends. As a Warder, Kiernan Black
has never turned his back on an innocent.
So when one of his own is working with a
demon to brutalize innocent Shadows, he
knows he must save them. With the
beautiful, brave, and infuriatingly stubborn
Sorcha Davis as his partner, he embarks on
what might be the most dangerous mission
of his life. But if he can find a way to make
the fiery Shadow his along the way, the
rewards could outweigh the risks. If you
love paranormal fantasy romance, steamy
love scenes, magic, psychics, demons,
witches, warriors, urban fantasy and tons of
action, the Shadow Warder series is for
you! Recommended for ages 17+ due to
the adult nature of the romantic elements.
Interview with the Author Q - What makes
The Shadow Warder Series special? A - I
love paranormal romance and urban
fantasy, so when a story crept into my head
and demanded to be told, it wasnt a
surprise it was a combination of those
genres. I like to mix it up, so youll find the
series focuses on urban fantasy &
paranormal romance overall, with elements
of suspense, mystery, and thrillers. The
Shadow Warder Series features a range of
supernatural and human characters,
including psychics (the Shadows), warriors
(the Warders), my own version of witches,
with plenty of magic, romance and action.
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As readers said in their reviews: Anyone
whos into fantasy and paranormal, will
enjoy it as much as I did. It has lots of
action and more action. I definitely
recommend it to readers loving mystery,
action and adventure.
And, of course,
(since the Shadow Warder Series is a
romance at its core), This is a very sexy
story, with a great story line. A great,
complex and suspense-packed combination
of rapid fantasy and steamy romance that
you will devour in one sitting. I promise.
Q - What order should I read the books in?
A - The Shadow Warder Series can be read
as standalone novels, but many of the
references wont mean as much if you
missed earlier books. The best reading
order is: - Shadows Passion (Prequel
Novella, Free on Amazon!) - Shadows
Awakening - Shadows Pleasure - Shadows
Discovery (coming soon) Q - So, why
should readers give these books a try? A Readers who want a fresh take on
paranormal and psychic romance series,
should give the Shadow Warder Series a
try. If you enjoy fast paced paranormal
action, sweet but hot & steamy romance,
alpha males, and strong heroines youll love
this series. Shadows Passion, the Prequel
Novella is free on Amazon, so readers can
dip a toe in the Shadow Warder world for
free. Thanks for reading! The Shadow
Warder Series eBook Categories: Paranormal Romance - Urban Fantasy Gothic Romance - Psychic Romance Demons & Devils Romance - Witches &
Wizards Romance
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